New York Cottages and Gardens

The DESIGNER ISSUE

CHELSEA
GOWANUS
GRAMERCY
PARK
MIDTOWN
RYE
UPPER
EAST SIDE

PLUS:

INNOVATION
IN DESIGN
AWARDS
WINNERS!
product design

WINNER
Sonneman—A Way of Light
At first glance, Robert Sonneman's Suspenders LED chandelier system appears to be an art installation. The modular design, available in 11 different configurations, has more expansion possibilities thanks to the advantages of LED over old-fashioned electrical wiring.

RUNNER-UP
Matthew Studios
Featuring a rock-crystal top and a polished-brass base (also available in polished nickel), the Bennett drinks table exemplifies the height of sophistication.

FINALIST
Cliff Young
Inlaid steel in a gunmetal finish makes the Nobu buffet's bleached- and stained-zebrwood veneer that much sleeker-looking.

FINALIST
Barry Gorálnick
Why cover up a beautiful table with piles of books and ephemera? Show them off neatly within the Spencer cocktail table's artfully designed compartments.
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